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White House Staff Versus the Cabinet: 
Centripetal and Centrifugal Roles 

JAMES P. PFIFFNER 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
George Mason University 

The first task of any new administration must be the organization of the 
White House and the establishment of the role the cabinet will play.1 If these central 
issues are not settled, the President will have trouble pursuing any of his political 
or governmental priorities. And if there are problems within or between these two 
central institutions in an administration, much valuable time can be lost until the 
tensions are settled. The early months of an administration are particularly crucial 
to a new president because they provide a narrow window of opportunity to accom- 

plish his goals. 
If the president does not designate early who will be first among his White House 

staff, it is an invitation to struggle; for much is at stake. The President's program 
will necessarily wait while the battle for who is in charge is settled. The Carter ad- 
ministration lost a lot of time while the relative positions of Hamilton Jordan and 

Jack Watson were established. This struggle helped to negate some of the other elaborate 

preparations the administration had undertaken during the transition. Time was also 
lost and energy misspent in the Ford and the Carter presidencies while each president 
experimented with a "spokes of the wheel" model of White House organization and 
refused to designate a chief of staff. 

Presidents must also set early ground rules for the role that cabinet members 
will play in the administration and the appropriate relationship between the White 
House staff and the Cabinet. It must be clear what is and is not delegated before 
cabinet secretaries get established in their departments. If this is not done it will be 

very difficult to call presumed delegations back in. Presidents Nixon and Carter both 
felt that they had delegated too much to their cabinet secretaries personnel selection. 
Both administrations later found this to be an expensive mistake when they finally 
resorted to firing and replacing several cabinet members in order to regain control, 
Nixon after the 1972 election and Carter in the summer of 1979. 

This article will examine issues involved in the organization of the White House 
and its relationship with the Cabinet. It will point out some lessons that can be learned 
from recent presidencies. 

666 
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Organizing the White House 
Presidents choose their White House staffs primarily from those who have 

worked with them on their campaigns for very good reasons. Those who have worked 
closely with the new president on the campaign understand best the personality and 
values of the president. More importantly, the president has confidence in the judg- 
ment of the people who have weathered the storms of campaigning with him and, 
according to John Ehrlichman, "The president's confidence is the only qualification 
for working in the White House."2 In addition, "you use your own campaign organi- 
zation because people know each other" and are used to working together.3 

This natural choice of campaign aides, however, may lead to problems, because 
the nature of governing is substantially different from the nature of political cam- 
paigns. Bradley Patterson, with fourteen years working experience in the White House, 
argues that "The virtues needed in the crucible of a campaign-are almost the opposite 
of the preparation needed for life within the White House."4 

In a political campaign issues must be simplified and differences accentuated; in 
the White House issues take on "infinite shades of grey." Simplification will not help 
the president deal with the tough issues. In a campaign people are either for you or 
against you, and the latter are seen as the enemy. But in the White House coalitions 
must be built to gain support for the president's programs, and the country must 
be united behind the administration. In a campaign publicity is avidly sought; ex- 
posure of the candidate and his staff contributes to making the maximum impact 
on voters' minds. In the White House, however, the staff must have that "passion 
for anonymity" of which Louis Brownlow spoke. A high public profile for staff members 
decreases the President's visibility and is no service to him. Patterson asks: "Can a 
hard-driving, fast-moving bunch of egotists be so metamorphosed between November 
5 and January 20?" His answer is "Perhaps."5 

Because of the types of people who are successful in getting appointments to 
the White House staff and because of the type of atmosphere that exists at the highest 
levels of power, the best in people is not always brought out. There is the opportunity 
for greatness, but also for the abuse of power. In his book on presidential staffs from 
Roosevelt through Johnson, Patrick Anderson describes White House staff members: 
"They tend to be young, highly intelligent, and unashamedly on the make. They take 
chances, they cut corners, and unlike most politicians they sometimes have a little 
spontaneity and irreverence left in them. This accounts for much of their charm and 
most of their problems."6 

The combination of personality types in the presence of great power and pressure 
to achieve short term political goals combine to make the White House a peculiar 
cauldron frought with danger as well as opportunity. "Policy differences, piled on 
top of personality clashes, multiplied by the time pressures, and heated by sometimes 
vindictive news leaks, can add up to an incandescent plasma of high-voltage conflict."7 
With the particular personality types likely to be in the White House and the pressure 
filled atmosphere, organizational issues take on extraordinary importance. 
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Eisenhower and Kennedy Models Contrasted 
The two main models of White House organization in the contemporary 

presidency are the Eisenhower and the Roosevelt-Kennedy models. Recent presidents 
have seemed to want to imitate President Eisenhower's system of cabinet organization 
but not necessarily his White House organization. Eisenhower's participation in staff 
advisory systems in the military led him to the conclusion that the White House 
must be organized much more formally than Truman and Roosevelt had organized 
theirs. While good organization would not guarantee good advice, according to Eisen- 
hower it would enhance the likelihood of efficiency. "Organization cannot make a 
genius out of an incompetent. On the other hand, disorganization can scarcely fail 
to result in inefficiency."8 Eisenhower insisted that as many issues as possible be settled 
below the Presidential level and that issues be presented for his consideration on one 
page memoranda. 

The driving force behind the Eisenhower White House staff system was Sherman 
Adams who came to dominate the White House with an iron hand. Adams said that 
his job was "to manage a staff that would boil down, simplify and expedite the urgent 
business that had to be brought to Eisenhower's personal attention and to keep as 
much work of secondary importance as possible off his desk."9 He controlled who 
saw the President, and most cabinet officers reported to the President through him. 
He seemed to dominate White House policy so thoroughly that one newspaper ran 
a story headline declaring: "Adams Insists Ike is Really President."10 

One of the useful functions Adams performed was to absorb flack when the presi- 
dent made an unpopular decision on a minor matter. Adams could be seen as the 
"abominable no man" or the one who denied access to the president. This helped 
maintain Eisenhower's image as a benevolent leader not concerned with petty poli- 
tics.11 On the other hand a chief of staff with tight control of access to the President 
can isolate the President from diverse points of view and keep him from seeing people 
whom he ought to see. Greenstein argues that this was not the case with Adams 
and Eisenhower, though the issue was raised later with regard to the Nixon presidency. 

When John Kennedy was elected he was strongly urged by his advisors to reject 
the Eisenhower model of White House organization and to adopt a system closer 
to that of Franklin Roosevelt. In his memorandum, "Staffing the President-Elect," 
Richard Neustadt described the type of organization Kennedy might adopt: 

You would be your own "chief of staff . . . For if you follow my advice you 
will commit yourself not to each detail öf Rooseveltian practice . . . but to the 
spirit of his presidential operation; whereby you would oversee, coordinate, and 
interfere with virtually everything your staff was doing. A collégial staff has to 
be managed; competition has to be audited.12 

Clark Clifford also urged Kennedy to reject the Eisenhower model with its dom- 
inant chief of staff.13 In a memorandum to Kennedy he argued: "A vigorous President 
in the Democratic tradition of the Presidency will probably find it best to act as his 
own chief of staff, and to have no highly visible majordomo standing between him 
and his staff, (and, incidently, between him and the public). It is important that all 
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the senior professional persons on the staff should have access to the President, and 
the staff should consist of no more persons than can conveniently have such access 
on a day-to-day basis."14 

Kennedy followed the advice of Clifford and Neustadt and ran a loosely struc- 
tured White House with several senior aides having access to the president. Although 
Theodore Sorensen was his principle advisor, he never became the keeper of the gate 
that Adams was for Eisenhower or Haldeman was for Nixon. Kennedy's White House 
Operation also contrasted with Eisenhower's with respect to the delegation of au- 
thority to the cabinet. 

Lyndon Johnson continued the Kennedy model of using a fluid, unstructured 
White House staff. While Kennedy, like Roosevelt, dominated the White House staff 
with his intelligence and choice of which assignments to dole out to whom; Johnson 
carried his personal domination of White House staff members to extremes. Jack Valenti 
recalls how Johnson treated his staff. 

He brutalized them, always tried to shove spoonfuls of humility through their 
clenched teeth. He never named any of his aides to be chief of staff. He kept 
some aides unenlightened as to his thinking even as he instructed others in several 
directions at the same time. ... He once said: "If anyone is going to make a 
big-ass blunder around here, I want it to be me and not some assistant to me 
who thinks he is running the country." He made sure everyone knew the source 
of their power: "Now you very important guys ought to keep one thing in mind. 
The folks tonight who tell you how smart you are and how charming you are 
don't give a pig's ass about you personally. They think you can get to me. They 
also know you won't be around this Oval Office one second longer than me."15 

The lack of structure in Johnson's White House and Johnson's style of dominating 
his staff led Patrick Anderson to entitle a section of his chapter on the Johnson White 
House Staff "Caligula's Court."16 The White House under Johnson was so unstruc- 
tured that when a new aide reported for duty and asked for an organization chart 
he was told by an amused career official who had been in the White House for thirty 
years: "We don't have any organization chart at the White House because we don't 
have any organization."17 

Nixon's White House 
In contrast to the Kennedy and Johnson loosely structured styles, President 

Nixon began his administration with a clear cut White House organization. While 
staff members would change, the lynchpin of the organization, H.R. Haldeman, main- 
tained the same tight control over the White House. According to Haldeman "You've 
got to establish a clear cut organizational structure" in order to keep staff rivalries 
and competition for the President's ear from dominating the policy process. "We all 
knew where we fit. There were five of us that were equal, but as Bryce Harlow said: 
there was a first among equals, and it was clearly me. Nobody questioned it. I never 
asserted it; I never argued it. I never had to."18 

While others saw Haldeman as a barrier between them and the president and 
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suspected that the White House staff was arrogating much power to itself; Haldeman 
saw his role as merely acting at the direction of the President. "If I told someone 
to do something, he knew it wasn't me- he knew exactly what it was; it was an 
order from the President. They knew an appeal wouldn't get anywhere."19 According 
to this view every President needs someone who will make the tough decisions about 
protecting the President's time and who will shield the president from having to make 
unpleasant face-to-face decisions about personnel. Haldeman characterized himself: 
"Every President needs a son of a bitch, and I'm Nixon's. I'm his buffer and I'm his 
bastard. I get done what he wants done and I take the heat instead of him."20 

One of the assets of a close staff aide that is almost an alter ego to the president 
is that he can weigh what the president says and discount it if in his judgment the 
President made a poor decision out of pique. Haldeman often stalled and did not im- 
plement petty or vindictive orders until Nixon had cooled down.21 Nixon also counted 
on Haldeman to protect his time and shield him from unnecessary demands. This 
was a valuable service in that it drew flack from dissappointed seekers of appointments 
from the President to Haldeman. 

The reaction in the country to the Watergate scandals was so strong that the 
next two Presidents felt a need to distance themselves and their administrations from 
the Nixon legacy. This led Presidents Ford and Carter to begin their terms with promises 
of open access to the President and a spokes of the wheel structure of White House 
organization. Each was forced to admit failure after a period of attempting to run 
the White House without a chief of staff. 

The Ford and Carter Reactions 
Upon succeeding to the Presidency after Nixon's resignation, President Ford 

took pains to distinguish his administration from Nixon's.22 He spoke of a return 
to "cabinet government" and an open presidency that would not have a powerful White 
House staff standing between the President and his advisors or cabinet members. "A 
Watergate was made possible by a strong chief of staff and ambitious White House 
aides who were more powerful than members of the Cabinet but who had little or 
no practical experience in judgement. I wanted to reverse the trend. . . ."23 

Thus Ford began his administration with nine people reporting to him and with 
the intention of running his White House without a chief of staff who might evoke 
the specter of H.R. Haldeman. But in order to lend some sort of coherence to a White 
House staff of over 500 people, Ford designated Donald Rumsfeld to be "Staff Coordi- 
nator." And after several months in office even Ford had to admit that something 
akin to a chief of staff was necessary in order to run the White House. Ford explained: 
"Someone, I decided, had to be responsible for scheduling appointments, coordinating 
the paper flow, following up on decisions I had made and giving me status reports 
on projects and policy development. I didn't like the idea of calling this person chief 
of staff, but that was the role he would fill."24 

In the Winter of 1975 Ford appointed Rumsfeld to be Secretary of Defense and 
his deputy Richard Cheney took over as Ford's chief of staff. Cheney perceived his 
role as chief of staff to be to impose order on presidential advice, but to do it in a 
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low key manner that kept himself out of the spotlight and in the background. Cheney 
viewed himself as an honest broker who saw to it that all views were presented to 
the President. This had to be apparent to Cabinet members and the rest of the White 
House staff in order to prevent them from trying to establish back channels to the 
President in order to get their own views heard. "It is important that the rest of the 
troops feel that we will honestly present their position to the president."25 But Cheney 
concluded from his experience in the White House that the Roosevelt system will 
no longer work: "Somebody has to be in charge."26 

At a White House staff party Cheney was presented with a bicycle wheel mounted 
on a large board with all of the spokes of the wheel mangled and tangled except for 
one which was the only thing holding the structure together. A plaque mounted on 
the board read: "The spokes of the wheel: a rare from of management artistry as con- 
ceived by Don Rumsfeld and modified by Dick Cheney." When the Ford administra- 
tion left office on January 20, 1977 Cheney left the present on his desk and appended 
a note reading "Dear Ham, beware the spokes of the wheel."27 

When Jimmy Carter came to office he did not heed Cheney's warning. Carter, 
like Ford, was reacting to Watergate and the Nixon Presidency and promised Cabinet 
Government with no powerful White House staff. "I believe in Cabinet administra- 
tion of our government. There will never be an instance while I am President when 
the members of the White House staff dominate or act in a superior position to the 
members of our cabinet."28 

Carter also started out with nine advisors reporting to him, and he intended 
to be his own chief of staff. This came naturally for Carter who prided himself as 
a good manager and who enjoyed (or was obsessed with) the details of policy and 
management. This led to a situation in which it was difficult in the executive branch 
to determine who was in charge, and from the perspective of Congress it was not 
clear who were the key actors and decision makers in the White House. The situation 
was also aggravated by the transition conflict between the Watson and Jordan staffs. 
Valuable time was lost in waiting for the dispute to be resolved; and while Jordan 
was unquestionably the winner, Carter refused to give him unambiguous authority 
over the White House staff. 

Carter tolerated the lack of any formal chief of staff until July of 1979 when 
he finally admitted the obvious need and officially appointed Jordan to the post. Later, 
when Jordan moved to work on the 1980 campaign, Jack Watson took over the title. 
In retrospect both Jack Watson and Stuart Eizenstat have concluded that it is impor- 
tant to have one person in charge of the White House staff.29 

The Reagan White House 
The Reagan administration came to office with the conscious intention 

of avoiding the mistakes they thought that President Carter had made. One of the 
ways they did this was that Edwin Meese, who had run the transition was put in 
charge of policy, the cabinet and national security. But Meese was not the president's 
only top staff aide. He shared his primacy with Michael Deaver and James Baker. Thus 
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Reagan's White House was organized in a modified spokes of the wheel and chief 
of staff system.30 

On November 17, 1980 Meese and Baker came to an agreement on the division 
of duties between them and, as befits two lawyers, wrote it down in a memorandum 
that was initialed by each. Meese would have Cabinet rank while Baker would not. 
Meese would coordinate the work of the Domestic Policy Staff and the National Secu- 

rity Council staff. Baker got the traditional office of the chief of staff and control 
of the paper flow to the President and hiring and firing authority in the White House 
staff." 

This division of labor, though it was not immediately obvious, was loaded in 
favor of Baker. Meese would have responsibility for the long term Reagan agenda 
and Baker would dominate day to day operations. It is a predictable rule that in the 
White House day-to-day fire fighting drives out longer range (six months or longer) 
planning. Baker's control of operations, paper flow, and personnel would give him 
the upper hand. 

Michael Deaver, who was personally closest to the President, ran his scheduling, 
travel, support services, and the First Lady's office. Deaver was not particularly in- 
terested in issues or policy, but saw himself as the steward of the presidential image 
and protector of the president's time.32 

The White House organization of domination by Troika (or Quadrumvirate when 
Clark was there) seemed to work very well for the first part of the administration. 
The first year victories seemed to be engineered quite well by the functional separation 
of duties among the three top advisors. They all had direct access to the President, 
and they coordinated their work with daily meetings and a minimum of friction. 
In late 1983, however, reports began to surface that some of the traditional problems 
of lack of monocratic hierarchy were being felt. 

The problems stemmed from the fact that no one staff member was clearly in 

charge and the president was not closely enough engaged in policy making and ad- 
ministration to settle disputes quickly. One White House official who had served 
other presidents said: "I've never worked in an organization like this. There is no 
one person to give orders, except the President. This lends itself to jockeying for posi- 
tion and not letting anyone else get too far ahead."33 Despite these scattered com- 

plaints, the triumyejrate continued to dominate the White House throughout Presi- 
dent Reagan's first term. 

In the second term Baker moved out of the White House to take over the Treasury 
while Treasury Secretary Donald Regan came to the White House to be chief of staff. 
With Meese at the head of the Justice Department, Regan proceeded to centralize 
control of the White House in himself. The process was facilitated by the departure 
of first term Reagan advisors Max Friedersdorf and Ed Rollins, as well as OMB Director 
David Stockman. The experiment with the troika was abandoned to revert to a system 
with the strongest chief of staff since H.R. Haldeman and Sherman Adams. Regan's 
control over the Reagan White House might even exceed that of these two strong 
predecessors. 
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The Holy Grail of "True" Cabinet Government 
Every president since Lyndon Johnson has come to office promising to give 

his cabinet a large voice in the running of the government. President Nixon began 
his administration by giving his department secretaries broad leeway in personnel and 
policy, but ended up drawing tight control into the White House. President Ford 
promised to abandon the domination by a strong White House staff and guaranteed 
personal access to his cabinet secretaries. President Carter promised true cabinet govern- 
ment, but in the end felt he had given away too much power to the cabinet and tried 
to take it back in the summer of 1979. President Reagan promised cabinet govern- 
ment and developed a system of cabinet councils that was used in innovative ways 
to coordinante administration policy.34 

There is a major tug of war in every administration (between the cabinet secre- 
taries and the White House staff) over control of administration policy. There is no 
way to avoid a strong White House staff in the modern presidency; the challenge 
is to see that it does not overwhelm the legitimate prerogatives of the cabinet. 

The model of Cabinet Government that recent presidents hark back to is the 
Eisenhower administration, not that all agree with all aspects of his approach; but 
Eisenhower's cabinet played a significant role in his administration without major 
conflicts with the White House. This section will examine the dynamics of the cabinet- 
White House interaction in recent presidencies. It will begin first with an analysis 
of the centrifugal forces that operate on cabinet members that are the constant con- 
cern of White House aides. 

Cabinet selection processes and criteria guarantee that members will not be chosen 
only for their personal and ideological loyalty to the president. Other factors tend 
to dominate cabinet choices, such as partisan concerns, symbolic statements, expertise, 
management experience, and clientele concerns. Thus the way members of a cabinet 
are chosen leads us to expect that they will not always see eye to eye with the White 
House. And once in office there are also strong centrifugal forces at work pulling 
the cabinet secretary away from the president. These forces include the cabinet secre- 
tary's duties to the law and to Congress and their dependency on their career bureaucracies 
and the constituencies their departments represent. 

First of all, cabinet secretaries have duty to carry out the laws affecting their depart- 
ments. The duties of cabinet secretaries are spelled out in the legislation that creates 
the department and its major programs. These laws are often contradictory, and they 
may be interpreted to be in conflict with what the president wants in any given sit- 
uation.35 

Cabinet members are also pulled from the president by their obligations to the 
Congress. While the President has a major impact on legislation, Congress has the 
final say on the details of laws; and when there is a legal dispute about the meaning 
of a law, the issue is settled by determining "congressional intent." Congress also has 
the final say on the budget levels for departments and programs within them. 

There is also a natural division between the interests of the President and his 
cabinet appointees because of the nature of their jobs. They are chosen to head depart- 
ments because they believe in the importance of its mission. They thus have a stake 
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in the organizational means to accomplish its mission, i.e., their organizational and 
jurisdictional turf. In order to do thier jobs well they must defend their turf against 
threats, even if the threats sometimes come from the White House. In these squabbles 
the White House is part of "them" not "us." 

This problem came up when the Nixon administration moved to place Nixon 
loyalists in the departments in order to assure White House control. One of those 
responsible for the placements said: "For the guy to be worth controlling, he has 
to know what is going on in his department. If he knows what's going on there, 
he's less likely to be amenable to central control."36 For a person to be able to be of 
use to the White House, he must also be trusted and accepted as a defender of the 
values represented by the agency and its mission. Because the White House must some- 
times make decisions affecting the division of mission with other agencies, it is some- 
times seen as a threat to the agency. 

Since executive branch agencies depend on clientele groups to make their case 
before Congress in support of authority and appropriations, interest groups see agen- 
cies as their advocates in the government. Cabinet officers see it as part of their duty 
to maintain friendly liaison with major interests groups so that they can be mobilized 
to support presidential initiatives when needed. But at the same time they feel that 
they need to keep some distance. One Cabinet officer put it this way: "It may be 
too strong a statement to say that they regarded us as their advocate. They regarded 
us as their door. ... I would say we were more the doorway in rather than the real 
advocate; if persuaded we would be the advocate. And we certainly impacted them 
with all of our policies so that they were a part of the process."37 

The point of all of this is that managing the Cabinet in the U.S. system is a 
particularly thorny problem for the presidency. On the one hand cabinet members 
owe their allegiance to the President who appointed them and who can remove them 
at his pleasure. But on the other hand cabinet members have constitutional duties 
to the law and to Congress as well as dependencies on the career bureaucracy and 
their clientele groups. It must be stressed that these non presidential pulls are legiti- 
mate claims on the allegiance of cabinet members. Presidents should be able to expect 
loyalty from their cabinet members, but to expect the sort of rigid, literal obedience 
that the Nixon administration came to expect is asking too much from the American 
separation of powers system and is not in the best interests of the presidency. Presi- 
dents should realize that they are acting in a system of shared powers, not a unitary 
state with an executive structure of monocratic hierarchy. 

The Eisenhower Cabinet Model 
When Eisenhower was elected to the Presidency he came to office with 

strong ideas about the way it should be organized that stemmed from his military 
experience and previous contact with the White House. "For years I had been in fre- 
quent contact in the executive office of the White House, and I had certain ideas 
about the system, or lack of system, under which it operated. With my training in 
problems involving organization it was inconceivable to me that the work of the White 
House could not be better systemized than had been the case in the years I observed 
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it."38 He was also critical of the use to which previous presidents put their cabinet 

meetings. So Eisenhower resolved to organize his presidency much more formally than 
had his two immediate precedessors. He did this through his formal staff system tightly 
run by Sherman Adams and through the use of his cabinet and the cabinet secretariat. 

One aspect of Eisenhower's ability to use his cabinet effectively was his choice 
of personnel, who were mostly successful business men ("eight millionaires and a 

plumber").39 He felt that the interpersonal aspects of teamwork were important: "In 

organizing teams, personality is equally important with ability . . . Leadership is as 
vital in conference as it is in battle."40 His initial concerns with putting together the 

right combination of personalities resulted in a cabinet with relatively little of the 

backbiting, conflicts or leaks that have marked more recent administrations. Eisen- 
hower used his cabinet by delegating as much as possible to his cabinet secretaries 
and by using the collective cabinet as a deliberative, though not a decision making, body. 

Eisenhower felt that many decisions were not presidential, and he wanted as many 
of these as possible made by cabinet members and not brought into the White House. 
This had the effect of insulating the President from the details of managing the govern- 
ment and may have contributed to the public image that he was detached from his 
administration. Much of this was deliberate and the result of a conscious effort to 
create buffer zones around the president.41 The main buffer was, of course, Sherman 
Adams who carefully screened all business going to the Oval Office, including most 
cabinet members' access to the President. He also spent much time trying to get cabinet 
members to settle interagency disputes before issues went to the President. "I always 
tried to resolve specific differences on a variety of problems before the issue had to 
be submitted to the President. Sometimes several meetings were necessary before an 

agreement was reached. But with a few exceptions I was successful." Sometimes he 
would have to "point out, with emphasis, that a resourceful department head should 
be able to find an answer himself without expecting the President to find it for him."42 

While Eisenhower delegated as much as possible to his cabinet secretaries indi- 

vidually, he wanted to use the cabinet collectively as a deliberative body. As he told 
his newly selected cabinet before he took office, "My hope will be to make this a 

policy body, to bring before you and for you to bring up subjects that are worthy 
of this body as a whole."43 But the cabinet was not meant to be a decision making 
body, and Eisenhower did not take votes on issues. In fact many issues had already 
been decided by the time they were brought before the Cabinet.44 

Cabinet meetings were relatively formal, with fixed agendas and focussed discus- 
sions and follow through. Much of the organization of the Cabinet meetings was 
due to Eisenhower's introduction of the Cabinet Secretariat in 1954. The function 
of the Cabinet Secretariat, as described by Bradley Patterson who was a member of 
it, was to circulate cabinet papers prepared by the departments so that they could 
be considered by members before the meetings and to assure that important matters 
were included on the agenda. This was not always easy since cabinet members did 
not necessarily want to air their problems in front of the whole cabinet. "The Cabinet 

Secretary had to dig, wheedle, persuade and finesse Cabinet members to bring to the 
common table what were clearly common matters, but which the department heads, 
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in their century-and-a-half-long tradition, would much prefer to bring privately to 
the Oval Office. It was only because they knew that Eisenhower wanted it this way 
and no other that they reluctantly acceeded to the Cabinet Secretary's or Sherman 
Adams' agenda-planning."45 

The Eisenhower model of cabinet government is the standard against which fu- 
ture presidents would measure their intentions for the presidency. Kennedy and Johnson 
consciously reacted against what they thought was a too rigid system. Nixon and 
Carter, however, both promised delegation and consultation with their cabinets, but 
were unable to avoid major conflicts between their cabinets and White House staffs. 
Reagan promised cabinet government and instituted a system of cabinet councils, an 
alternative to the Eisenhower model. 

Kennedy and Johnson 
Just as President Kennedy rejected the Sherman Adams model of White 

House organization, so he also rejected the Eisenhower model of cabinet organiza- 
tion. Both of these moves were urged on Kennedy by Clark Clifford early after the 
election. Clifford advised Kennedy to reject the Eisenhower model and characterized 
it with a bit of overstatement: "Apparently President Eisenhower considered the Cabinet 
to be in the nature of a corporate Board of Directors. Decisions would be made by 
the Cabinet and he would carry them out. This is contrary to every basic concept 
of the Presidency and should be junked. Cabinet meetings were attended by 30 to 
40 persons, and as a result were sterile and time consuming."46 

Richard Neustadt argued against the Eisenhower practice of delegation to cabinet 
secretaries. In an early transition memorandum he argued that Kennedy ought to en- 
sure that disagreements within the administration be brought to the presidential level 
for decision by appointing strong cabinet members with conflicting views on public 
policy. "If the President-elect wants both 'conservative' and 'liberal' advice on eco- 
nomic management, for example, and wants the competition to come out where he 
can see it and judge it, he needs to choose strong-minded competitors and he needs 
to put them in positions of roughly equal institutional power, so that neither wins the contest 
at a bureaucratic level too far down for the President to judge it."47 

While Eisenhower used organizational channels to delegate and keep decisions 
out of the White House, Kennedy followed Neustadt's advice and drew matters into 
the White House so that he and his staff could be actively involved in governmental 
decisions.48 He felt the presidency ought to be "the vital center of action in our whole 
scheme of government ... the President must place himself in the very thick of the 
fight."49 

In line with Kennedy's desire to be personally in charge of the government rather 
than presiding over the institutions of government, he held few cabinet meetings, 
preferring to deal with his departmental secretaries one at a time. Kennedy felt "Cabinet 
meetings are simply useless. Why should the Postmaster General sit there and listen 
to a discussion of the problems of Laos?"50 

Lyndon Johnson, like Kennedy, ran the government from the White House, relying 
on his White House staff. He held cabinet meetings more regularly than Kennedy, 
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but used them as briefing forums rather than as consultative mechanisms. Toward 
the end of his administration he relied increasingly on those involved with his national 
security decision making process, and became distrustful of those outside his immediate 
circle. As he told President-elect Nixon when they met at the White House in De- 
cember 1968: "Let me tell you, Dick, I would have been a damn fool to have discussed 
major decisions with the full Cabinet present, because I knew that if I said something 
in the morning, you could sure as hell bet it would appear in the afternoon papers."51 

The Nixon Administration 
Richard Nixon began his administration with the intention of reversing 

the personalized White House control of the government that had developed in the 
Kennedy-Johnson years and returning to a cabinet centered government. He intended 
to concentrate his efforts as president on foreign affairs and delegate domestic policy 
to his cabinet. "I've always thought this country could run itself domestically without 
a President. All you need is a competent cabinet to run the country at home. You 
need a president for foreign policy. . . . "52 

At a meeting of his newly designated cabinet members the day after he presented 
them on television he extorted them to seize control of their departments and not 
cave in to the bureaucrats. It sounded as if he intended to let them run their depart- 
ments with a minimum of White House interference.53 At one of the first cabinet 
meetings in 1969 he delegated to his Cabinet secretaries authority to choose their 
own subordinates based on the criteria of ability first and loyalty second.54 In the 

beginning he had the general notion that the Cabinet would serve a collégial and 

advisory function, but soon changed to view secretaries primarily as managers of their 

departments.55 
According to John Ehrlichman, Nixon was either quite optimistic or naive. But 

disillusionment soon set in. Nixon believed "all these wonderful guys would help him 
and all he would do is take the 'big plays.' But it doesn't work that way. The news 

summary comes in and Wally Hickle has been putting his foot in his mouth. You 
can't give these guys carte blanche."56 After only a few weeks into the administration 
Nixon began to reverse his earlier stance on delegation and give orders to his cabinet 
secretaries through his White House staff. 

The main driving force behind Nixon's concern with his Cabinet's behavior was 
his reelection. "As time passed, it appeared that whenever discretion was granted to 
the Secretaries they failed to do things the way Richard Nixon wanted them done. 
Since Nixon was the one who had to go back to the people after four years, to explain 
why things had gone as they did, he reacted to their 'failures' by retaining almost 
all of the discretion. . . . If he had to pay the political price for his Cabinet Secretaries' 
mistakes, then he, by God, had the right and obligation to correct those mistakes."57 
Nixon also came to view cabinet meetings as virtually useless. 

If Nixon was disappointed in his cabinet, the feeling was often mutual. Members 
of the Cabinet often felt that they did not have enough direct access to the President 
and that he was overly insulated by his White House staff. Some of them complained, 
even publicly, of their lack of access. They included Secretary of Transportation John 
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Volpe, Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickle, and Budget Director Mayo. According 
to Jeb Stuart Magruder, they were not all wrong. 

From our perspective in the White House, the cabinet officials were useful 

spokesmen when we wanted to push a particular line- on Cambodia, on Car- 
swell, or whatever. From their perspective, however, it was often a rude awakening 
to have Jeb Magruder or Chuck Colson calling up and announcing, "Mr. Secre- 

tary, we're sending over this speech that we'd like you to deliver." But that was 
how it was. Virtually all the cabinet members had to accept that they lacked 
access to the president and that their dealings would be with Haldeman and his 
various minions.58 

Because of these factors there was constant friction between Cabinet members and 
the White House staff. 

Given these developments and Nixon's perception of them, he did three things 
to deal with the unacceptable situation: he relied more heavily on his White House 
staff, particularly H.R. Haldeman; he juggled his Cabinet to appoint members with 
greater loyalty to himself; and he attempted to reorganize the executive branch in 
order to make it more responsive to the President. After the 1972 election Nixon 
demanded resignations from all of his cabinet members. In his second term he chose 
cabinet members of whose loyalty he could be certain. 

In addition to personnel changes, Nixon wanted to reorganize the government 
in a major way. Based on a report by the Ash Commission, he intended to replace 
the constituency oriented departments of Agriculture, Labor, Commerce, and Trans- 
portation with four goal oriented departments: Community Development, Natural 
Resources, Human Resources, and Economic Affairs.59 In addition, he wanted to limit 
access to the President to five assistants and have three counsellors (for human re- 
sources, natural resources, and community development) report to them. The result 
of this would be to give the White House staff effective control over the whole govern- 
ment and limit the Cabinet secretaries to a ministerial role with no direct access to 
the President. By this time, however, the Watergate revelations were beginning to 
break, and the plan was abandoned. 

President Nixon's early intentions to use his Cabinet as a collégial body and to 
delegate much of the management of the government to them while he reserved him- 
self for the "big plays" foundered. After failures to achieve his domestic agenda and 
being frustrated by a Democratic Congress, he resorted to the tools of the administra- 
tive presidency to achieve his goals.60 He impounded unprecedented amounts of funds 
that had been provided for domestic programs by law.61 He took military actions in 
Southeast Asia without consulting or informing Congress. He tried to undermine 
the Civil Service System by use of political clearances and the placing of Nixon loyalists 
throughout the career bureaucracy.62 And he tried to reorganize the executive branch 
by making its upper levels subordinate to a super-cabinet of White House aides as 
described above. 

Nixon and his aides saw the Executive branch as a hierarchy akin to the military 
with the President as Commander in Chief; violations of the chain of command were 
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intolerable. They saw other opposing forces in the governmental system as illegiti- 
mate. Congressional opposition was seen as obstructionist. Cabinet officials' respon- 
siveness to interest groups and their agencies were seen as undermining the President. 

While Presidents have a right to expect loyalty from their appointees in the ex- 
ecutive branch, they must also realize that compelling pressures from clientele groups 
and the career bureaucracy are inevitable, and that many of the attempts to affect gov- 
ernmental policy by the Congress are legitimate. Presidents have the right and duty 
to resist these pressures with all of the legitimate, constitutional means at their dis- 
posal (and these are considerable); but they ought not to be so frustrated by their 
inevitable defeats that they resort to illegitimate means to enforce their prerogatives. 

President Ford took office with the intention of ridding the country of the Water- 
gate specter and organized his administration to provide a sharp contrast with the 
Nixon administration. While he was not successful in running the White House without 
a chief of staff, he was able to return collegiality to the cabinet. He was always acces- 
sible to Cabinet members. According to Richard Cheney "Nobody ever screens out 
a cabinet member. The president will always be told so and so wants to see him."63 
Despite Ford's accessibility and his reactivation of the Cabinet as a deliberative body, 
his administration did experience conflict between the Cabinet and his White House 
staff. But the problems were not as great as the ones that plagued the Nixon or the 
Carter presidencies. The Ford administration created the Economic Policy Board, a 
Cabinet and White House staff standing committee that operated as the central forum 
for the administration's foreign and domestic economic policy. It met over 500 times 
during the Ford administration and was one of the most systematic advisory struc- 
tures created in the White House to advise the President in a broad area of domestic 
policy. The EPB was to serve as a model for the Cabinet Council system developed 
by the Reagan administration. Its executive secretary, Roger Porter, was brought into 
the Reagan administration to help install it.64 

Jimmy Carter's Cabinet Government 
Jimmy Carter's vision for his presidency was formed in reaction against 

what he saw as the abuses of the Nixon administration. Carter would have no chief 
of staff, and he would rely heavily on his Cabinet and remain accessible to them. In 
meetings with his newly designated Cabinet members in Georgia during the Christmas 
holidays in 1976 Carter told them he wanted to "restore the Cabinet to its proper 
role as the President's first circle of advisors" and that there would be "no all-powerful 
palace guard in my White House, no anonymous aides, unelected, unknown to the 
public, and unconfirmed by the Senate, wielding vast power from the White House 
basement."65 Carter wanted to be his own chief of staff on the Kennedy and Roosevelt 
model and refused to designate a chief of staff. He would be the hub at the center 
of the wheel and all White House staff members would report to him. 

His Cabinet would also advise him and have access to him. "I believe in Cabinet 
administration of our government. There will never be an instance while I am Presi- 
dent when the members of the White House Staff dominate or act in a superior posi- 
tion to the members of our Cabinet."66 He, as Nixon before him, initially intended 
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to delegate much of domestic policy making to his cabinet. Hamilton Jordan, his 
principle advisor, said: "The problem is too many presidents have tried to deal with 
all of the problems of the country from the White House. The first line of offense 
or defense is the Cabinet. That's where the problems should be dealt with, in the 
departments and agencies. You can't do it all from the White House."67 

This principle of delegation was put into effect early when Carter let his cabinet 
appointees choose their own subordinates on the theory that they should be able to 
put together their own management teams. While this pleased cabinet members, it 
was objected to by some of his White House staff, and particularly by members of 
Congress who wanted to have patronage appointments made. They had supported 
Carter during the campaign and the transition and were owed some favors. But when 
they called the White House they were told to talk to the departmental secretaries 
upon whom they had much less claim. 

Carter's early Cabinet meetings were useful as an introduction of the new members 
to each other and as a means of getting information out. Each secretary would be 
asked to report on the past week and what would likely come up the next week in 
their areas of responsibility. But after a year or so of this type of meeting, often without 
an agenda, attendees began to tire of them. Hamilton Jordan felt they were a waste 
of time.68 One Cabinet member said the meetings "were tedious, boring and virtually 
a waste of time."69 At a Cabinet meeting at Camp David Juanita Kreps said, "The 
Cabinet meetings are fairly useless."70 The meetings were not used for decision making, 
and tough problems were discussed in smaller meetings with the President.71 

The tension and friction between the Carter White House and Cabinet came 
to a head in the spring and summer of 1979 when Carter decided that something 
had to be done. The White House staff felt there was no discipline in the administra- 
tion and that Carter had to take charge forcefully. The experiment with cabinet govern- 
ment and spokes of the wheel organization had not worked. 

To respond to concerns about the conduct of his administration, Carter went 
to Camp David in July 1979 to consult with advisors and prominent people from 
around the country. When he came back he had decided to name Hamilton Jordan 
to be chief of staff. He told the cabinet at a meeting that they were not working 
for him but for themselves and that he was going to make some changes. He demanded 
written resignations from each member of the Cabinet. Despite objections that this 
would seem too much like President Nixon's demand for resignations in 1972, he 
went forward with it and told cabinet members to fill out evaluation forms on their 
immediate subordinates to evaluate their loyalty to the administration. The resigna- 
tions were dutifully turned in and Carter accepted five of them. 

Reagan's Cabinet Councils 
Ronald Reagan came to office with a remarkably coherent agenda and set 

of policy priorities. His priorities to significantly increase defense spending and cut 
spending in virtually all domestic policy areas lent themselves to a narrow focua and 
simple set of values for his administration. This simple set of priorities served as a 
litmus test and guide to action that was a great help in recruiting personnel for the 
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administration. Personal and ideological loyalty were the primary criteria for appointees.72 
The coherence of values led to an administration with much more unity than has 
marked recent administrations with more disparate policy agendas and personnel. 

Reagan also came to office with the notion that he wanted his administration 
to be run through some form of "cabinet government." Delegating significant au- 

thority to the Cabinet fit well into his style of leadership and was consciously different 
from President Carter's tendency to become embroiled in the details of decisions. What 
was not intended for a Reagan approach to cabinet government, however, was delega- 
tion to cabinet secretaries of authority over their budgets or selection of personnel. 

Initial budget decisions were made by the White House staff and David Stockman. 

Except for defense, the budgets included significant cuts in most agencies, and newly 
designated cabinet members were brought into the White House to sign off on the 

proposed cuts. They were called to a meeting with Stockman, the President, and several 
White House aides and given a chance to react to the proposed cuts, but it was diffi- 
cult because "they're in the position of having to argue against the group line. And 
the group line is cut, cut, cut," according to David Stockman's account.73 The newly 
designated secretaries were at an added disadvantage because they did not have their 

management teams together yet and had not yet had a chance to get to know their 
career executives. 

The Reagan White House felt that Carter and Nixon had lost the personnel 
battle to their Cabinet Secretaries and worked hard to keep tight control of subcabinet 

appointments in the White House. They were successful, and the Reagan administra- 
tion kept closer control of administration personnel in the White House than any 
other recent administration. The slowness of the appointments process resulted in 

many delays in appointing the subcabinet. This put the new secretaries at an added 

disadvantage in disagreeing with the White House staff if they had wanted to. 
The new White House staff very consciously and systematically used the transi- 

tion period to impress on the administration the importance of the central agenda. 
In addition, the early agenda of the administration was dominated by the economic 

priorities of the budget and tax cuts. These were engineered by David Stockman, 
James Baker, and the Legislative Strategy Group. According to one participant: "So, 
the early cabinet meetings were Stockman, on behalf of the president, and the other 

presidential advisers just laying out, 'Here's what we're going to do fellows, and I 

expect you to support it'. . . . The cabinet met often . . . but just to receive their 

marching orders and to hype each other up."74 
Given this tight White House control of the budget, personnel, and the legisla- 

tive agenda; how could the Reagan system be considered "cabinet government"? Edwin 
Meese explained that the "cabinet concept" intended that cabinet members would 
be the President's principle advisors and that they would not be undercut by other 
members of the White House staff. He further explained that President Reagan had 
an eighteen member cabinet: the heads of major departments as well as Meese as coun- 
selor to the President, the directors of OMB and CIA, the U.S. Trade Representative, 
and the U.S. representative to the United Nations.75 

Meese explained that no major administration decision was made without at least 
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one member of the cabinet present, and this ensured that the President would have 

input from the cabinet. This is an expansive concept of cabinet government that cor- 

responded with Reagan's expanded cabinet membership. But the tight Reagan White 
House control of administation policy and its legislative agenda was a far cry from 

previous attempts at "cabinet government," whether Eisenhower's, Nixon's (first term), 
or Carter's. 

During the transition period and early days of the administration Alexander Haig 
began to suspect signs of White House domination of the Cabinet. When the Cabinet- 

designates met on January 7 Edwin Meese dominated the meeting, giving a primer 
on the president's ideas, procedures, and priorities, while Reagan sat passively.76 Haig 
recalls that he had "the distinct feeling that Ed Meese and his colleagues perceived 
their rank in the Administration as being superior to that of any member of the 
Cabinet."77 At the first Cabinet meeting Meese and Baker were sitting at the Cabinet 
table in sharp contrast with previous practice. Haig wrote in his notes ofthat meeting: 
"Government by Cabinet or troika?"78 

The other part of President Reagan's approach to cabinet government was the 
cabinet council system. It was modeled on President Ford's experience with the Eco- 
nomic Policy Board, the first effective standing cabinet committee in the domestic 
area. Roger Porter, who had written a book on his experience with the EPB was 

brought in from the Treasury Department to help put together the cabinet council 

system and to be executive secretary of the Cabinet Council on Economic Affairs.79 
The creation of the Cabinet Councils was announced by the White House on 

February 26, 1981 with five councils: Economic Affairs (CCEA), Commerce and Trade 

(CCCT), Human Resources (CCHR), Natural Resources and Environment (CCNRE), 
and Food and Agriculture (CCFA).80 The following year the Cabinet Council on 

Legal Policy (CCLP) and Cabinet Council on Management and Administration (CCMA) 
were added. The purpose of the councils according to the White House was to act 
as a "means for deliberate consideration of major policy issues which affect the in- 
terests of more than one department or agency."81 

The purpose of the Cabinet Council approach was to provide a forum for cabinet 

participation and deliberation on issues that cut across cabinet jurisdictions but still 
not include secretaries whose jurisdictions had nothing to do with the policies being 
considered. It also was to provide for interaction and integration of Cabinet views 
with those of the White House staff and avoid the strains that had marked so many 
earlier administrations. The system would also allow second level policy issues to be 
dealt with below the presidential level and it would help keep the focus of the adminis- 
tration on the central Reagan agenda. The cabinet councils were to be the focus of 
a policy network that integrated both Cabinet and White House resources and input.82 

The Cabinet Councils were all formally chaired by the President with a desig- 
nated Cabinet level chairman pro tempore and six to eleven members, with meetings 
open to all Cabinet members. Council activities were coordinated by the Office of 

Policy Development and the Office of Cabinet Affairs and were supported by execu- 
tive secretariats, and functioned with interdepartmental working groups. The Councils 
were active to varying degrees, with the most active being the CCEA which met 
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100 times in the first 15 months, with the next busiest being the CCCT and CCNR 
which met 31 times each. The least active was the CCLP which met only three times.83 
The President attended about 15% of the meetings and the councils often initiated 
issues to consider, not waiting for Presidential initiation.84 The meetings were held 
in the Roosevelt Room, across from the Oval Office. By the fall of 1983 two of the 
Councils were dormant: CCNRE and CCFA, while the CCHR and CCLR were 

marginally active. The others were consistently active with the CCEA being extremely 
busy. Thus the councils were active and successful to widely varying degrees. 

During the first term of the Reagan administration the cabinet council system 
worked well as a means of getting cabinet and White House input and developing 
issue analysis in an orderly way, though as has been pointed out, the councils them- 
selves enjoyed varying success. Such a cabinet council system entails certain prerequi- 
sites for it to accomplish its coordinating goals.85 First of all, there has to be a commit- 
ment by the White House and the Cabinet to play by the rules; the main rule being 
that issues are not to be brought up to the President on a bilateral basis, but that 
all issues are to be "roundtabled" by discussing them at a cabinet council meeting. 
Each cabinet member's policy proposals are to be subjected to the scrutiny and criti- 
cism of peers in the cabinet and White House staff. 

Thus the White House staff might have to guard the President from being lob- 
bied unilaterally by a cabinet member. Of course, this will be perceived by the cabinet 
member as the White House staff barring cabinet members from access to the presi- 
dent. Secondly, the President must reject attempts by cabinet members to induce him 
to make decisions outside of the structure. If all members of the cabinet have confi- 
dence in the integrity of the process, they will be less likely to try to end run it by 
going to the president privately. This type of process will only work in an atmosphere 
of reasonable mutual trust which marked the first term Reagan cabinet (with the 

exception of Alexander Haig). It is hard to imagine how it might have been able to 
work in other administrations that suffered backbiting and competition among cabinet 
members and the White House staff. 

But the system is not without its problems. Alexander Haig criticized it because 
he argued that it led to domination by the White House staff. Haig felt that he was 
denied access to the President by the White House staff and that the staff had too 
much anonymous and unscrutinized power. 

But to me the White House was as mysterious as a ghost ship; you heard the 
creak of the rigging and the groan of the timbers and sometimes even glimpsed 
the crew on deck. But which of the crew had the helm? Was it Meese, was it 
Baker, was it someone else? It was impossible to know for sure.86 

Early in Reagan's second term all of the cabinet councils were eliminated except one 
on economic policy and one on domestic policy. The president would thus receive 

policy advice primarily from these two councils and the National Security Council. 
The two new councils would be chaired by officials playing two roles. James Baker 
would chair the council on economic affairs while he was Treasury Secretary, and Edwin 
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Meese would chair the domestic council along with carrying out his duties as At- 
torney General. 

Conclusion: What Have We Learned? 
No one questions the need for an active White House staff in the modern 

presidency. Cabinet members may complain, and certain staffers may abuse their power, 
but the president cannot operate without a staff to protect his political interests and 
keep the administration's focus on the central agenda. Stuart Eizenstat argues that 
departments and agencies are inherently incapable of coordinating themselves. "Agen- 
cies simply do not trust each other. . . . This lack of trust means that, when we have 
to deal with cross-cutting, conflicting, complex issues of the day that involve more 
than one agency, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to entrust to one agency the 
responsibility to coordinate the development of policy that affects several agencies. . . . 
Without a centralized, strong, and effective White House staff, it is simply impossible 
to assure the neutrality of the policymaking process because agencies bring their own 
biases to the process. . . . Due process cannot occur without a strong centralized White 
House staff."»7 

Bradley Patterson, from his years of experience in the White House, argues that 
a strong White House staff is necessary in order to perform the following crucial 
functions for the President: 

1. The interrogation/orchestration/moderator function on crosscutting policy issues. 
2. The personal policy development function on issues especially sensitive of the 

President. 
3. The ferret task: of receiving and judging informal, anticipatory information 

on problems about which Cabinet officers are embarrassed or reluctant. 
4. Selective intervention where policy changes or crises make necessary a White 

House monitorship even of operational details. Patterson argues that these are func- 
tions unique to a White House staff and that no cabinet officer would be able to 
perform these functions and those of heading a cabinet agency.88 

But a strong White House staff is not without its dangers. There will inevitably 
be complaints from the Cabinet and others that the White House staff is isolating 
the President and limiting their access to him. This will be so even though it will 
often be the President's personal decision not to see a cabinet member. There will 
also be criticisms of the White House staff that are intended for the President. Of 
course, the function of lightning rod is an important one for the staff in any White 
House. The other danger is that the President may come to depend too heavily on 
his staff and limit his sources of information. This may have happened in the Johnson 
and Nixon presidencies when the wagons were circled because of the Vietnam War 
and Watergate, respectively. Bowman Cutter argues that a president should keep his 
staff off balance by not letting them get too confident of their positions in the White 
House.89 But this can be carried to extremes as it sometimes was by Presidents Franklin 
Roosevelt and Lyndon Johnson. 

There is also a developing consensus that in the White House staff someone must 
unequivocally be in charge. In the words of one Kennedy aide: "Everybody believes 
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in democracy until he gets to the White House and then you begin to believe in dic- 

tatorship, because it's so hard to get things done."90 On this issue was have the in- 
formed opinions of H.R. Haldeman, Richard Cheney, and Jack Watson. Each of them 
has concluded that if the President does not designate someone to control the rivalries 
and competition for the President's ear, chaos will result. The Reagan experience, 
with its troika of differentiated jurisdictions, has brought into question whether there 
must be one person in charge, but during the first term there were complaints from 
within the administration about the lack of clear leadership. 

It is still possible that a President may be elected with the skills and intelligence 
of a Franklin Roosevelt or a John Kennedy who can act as the hub of the wheel and 
be his own chief of staff. But experience in the Ford, Carter, and Reagan presidencies 
has brought into question whether we can return to the less formal days of the 1930s 
or even 1960s. The consequences of failing to pull it off (Ford and Carter) are apparent 
and present a serious risk for any president who tries it. 

But the president must be careful in choosing his chief of staff and other top 
White House aides. It may be useful to consider Michael Medved's set of lessons for 
White House assistants that he gleaned from his study of Presidents' chief aides over 
the past century: 

1. A President should select as his principal aide a man whose goals and experience 
involve more than the service of a single politician. 

2. Presidential assistants must do everything in their power to escape publicity. 
3. Emotional dependence by a President on his top aide should be avoided as 

far as possible. 
4. The emergence of a central figure on the staff- whether he is called White 

House Secretary, Staff Coordinator, Assistant President, or Chief of Staff- is neces- 

sary for the efficient functioning of the White House.91 
With respect to the cabinet, presidential experience over the past several decades 

has taught us some lessons. We know that there will inevitably be conflicts between 
the Cabinet and the White House staff; it is inherent in their differing functions. 
The trick is to make the interface into a dynamic tension rather than letting it de- 

generate into a destructive hostility. This can be done by a recognition on each side 
of the legitimate functions of the other side. It is particularly important the White 
House recognize that the legitimate, constitutional roles of Cabinet members along 
with profound political pressures give them perspectives not always in line with those 
of the White House. As the Carter Presidency taught us, legitimate pressures must 
be used to extract loyalty and coherence from the cabinet. But as the Nixon Presidency 
demonstrates, expecting a rigid discipline and subordination to the White House is 
both unrealistic and harmful. 

One lesson learned is that it is helpful to move quickly with the major priorities 
of the administration. One of Nixon's top policy aides argued: 

Everything depends on what you do in program formulation during the first 
six or seven months. I have watched three presidencies and I am increasingly con- 
vinced ofthat. Time goes by so fast. During the first six months or so, the White 
House staff is not hated by the cabinet, there is a period of friendship and cooper- 
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ation and excitement. There is some animal energy going for you in those first 
six to eight months, especially if people perceive things in the same light. If that 
exists and so long as that exists you can get a lot done. You only have a year 
at the most for new initiatives, a time when you can establish some programs 
as your own, in contrast to what has gone on before. After that, after priorities 
are set, and after a president finds he doesn't have to talk with cabinet members, 
that's when the problems set in, and the White House aides close off access to 
cabinet members and others.92 

There are certain things a newly elected President can do in order to establish 
cordial relations between the Cabinet and White House staff. They have to do with 

personnel, early actions and meetings, and organizational structures. With respect 
to personnel the President-elect can recruit cabinet members who can get along with 
each other and will not be threatened by the White House staff. Eisenhower con- 

sciously tried to do this and largely succeeded. In most presidencies, however, cabinet 
choices are based upon a complex of factors, and personal compatibility is often a 
minor consideration. 

But the President does have some control over the agenda of the initial days of 
his transition and administration. One of the lessons learned is that it helps to set 
the ground rules early. Bowman Cutter who played an important role in the Carter 
administration, argues that the President should have a "set speech" to give to every 
new Cabinet member. This speech should spell out the role that Cabinet members 
are expected to play with respect to the White House staff, OMB, and any important 
issues the administration is expected to be faced with. He argues that this is hard 
because after the election victory everyone is in a state of euphoria and any critical 

thinking about organization is apt to be lost. Lack of clarity of role and jurisdiction 
leads to turf battles that are wasteful and divisive.93 John Ehrlichman argues that the 

ground rules must be set before the cabinet members gets settled in the new post, 
because trying to get power back once it is perceived to be delegated is "like pulling 
teeth." It is also crucial that the President sit in on the meetings personally to let 
the cabinet members know it is coming from him and not merely the White House 
staff.94 

The Reagan administration learned this lesson well and clearly set out the expec- 
tations of the White House for Cabinet members with respect to budget and per- 
sonnel matters. This was one of the reasons that the Reagan administration was less 
troubled by the Cabinet conflicts than some other recent administrations. On the 
other hand the communication might be handled in a less intimidating manner than 
the meetings of new cabinet members with the Reagan White House. 

Early Cabinet meetings are also important so that members get acquainted with 
each other and take each other's measure. These meetings are useful for distributing 
information, letting people know what the party line is, and for developing a team 

spirit. They are particularly important for keeping the focus on the central agenda 
and encouraging new cabinet members to keep the White House perspective in mind. 
Thus it is useful to have cabinet meetings often early in the administration. Later 
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it is harder to keep people's attention, and they feel they have too many important 
things to do to listen to issues of secondary importance. 

The third thing new administrations can do is to set up some kind of structure 
to facilitate the implementation of the President's agenda without causing a rift be- 
tween cabinet and White House staff. There are several precedents here. The first 
is the Eisenhower model of using cabinet meetings as deliberative sessions, but few 
Presidents since then have been successful to the extent that he was in this. A second 

approach, also established by Eisenhower, is the establishment of a Cabinet Secretariat 
that ensures that all issues are staffed out with input from any department that has 
a legitimate stake in the issue. The secretariat can also be used to ensure that any 
presidential decisions are implemented. 

The cabinet council system is an alternative structure for managing relations and 

trying to prevent a gap from growing between the Cabinet and the staff. With Ford's 
Economic Policy Board as a model the Reagan administration has made such a system 
work reasonably well, though in only some issue areas. It is, however, possible that 
some President will be elected who has the charisma, intelligence, and judgement 
to ignore all of these organizational approaches. Until that time, however, we can 
still learn a lot from the lessons of recent presidencies.95 
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